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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
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This Administrative Complaint and Notice of Opportunity for Hearing ("Complaint") is
issued pursuant to the authority vested in the Administrator of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA" or the "Agency") by Section 3008(a)(I) and (g) of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, 42 U.S.c. § 6928(a)(I) and (g), as amended by, inter
alia, the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 ("RCRA"), Section 16 (2)(A) of the
Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"), 15 U.S.C. § 2615(2)(A), and the Consolidated Rules of
Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of Civil Penalties, Issuance of Compliance
and Corrective Action Orders and the Revocation, Termination or Suspension of Pennits
("Consolidated Rules of Practice"), 40 C.F.R. Part 22. The Administrator of EPA has delegated
this authority under RCRA and TSCA to the Regional Administrators of EPA, and this authority
has been further delegated to the Director of the Land and Chemicals Division, EPA Region III
("Complainant"). The Respondent in this matter is Triton Services, Inc. ("Respondent"). This
action concerns Respondent's facility located in Easton, Pennsylvania.

EPA hereby notifies Respondent that EPA has detennined that Respondent has violated
certain provisions of Subtitle C of RCRA, 42 U.S.c. §§ 6921-693ge, the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania's federally authorized hazardous waste management program, 25 Pa. Code Chapter
260a et seq., TSCA and the regulations implementing TSCA Section 6(e), 15 U.S.C. § 2605(e), as
set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 761 (the "PCB regulations").

Section 3008(a) of RCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6928(a), authorizes EPA to take enforcement
action whenever it is detennined that a person is in violation of any requirement of RCRA
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Subtitle C, EPA's regulations thereunder, or any regulation of a state hazardous waste program
which has been authorized by EPA. Section 3008(g) of RCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6928(g), authorizes
the assessment of a civil penalty against any person who violates any requirement of Subtitle C of
RCRA.

Section 16(a) ofTSCA, 15 U.S. C. § 2615(a), authorizes EPA to take enforcement action
whenever it is detennined that a person is in violation of any requirement of TSCA and/or EPA's
regulations thereunder. The authority to seek civil penalties for TSCA violations is found at
Section 16(a)(2)(A) ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2615(a)(2)(A).

Effective January 30, 1986, November 27, 2000, March 22, 2004, and June 29, 2009, EPA
authorized the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to administer its hazardous waste management
program ("PaHWR") in lieu of the federal program, including certain provisions implementing the
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments ("HSWA") enacted on November 8, 1984 (Pub. Law
No. 98-616), which amended Subtitle C of RCRA. The authorized provisions of the PaHWR
codified at 25 Pa. Code Chapters 260a - 266a, 266b, and 268c - 270a, thereby became
requirements ofRCRA Subtitle C and enforceable by EPA pursuant to RCRA § 3008(a), 42
U.S.c. § 6928(a). See 51 Fed.Reg. 1791 (January 15, 1986), 65 Fed. Reg. 57734 (September 26,
2000),69 Fed. Reg. 2674 (January 20, 2004) and 74 Fed. Reg. 19453 (April 29, 2009).

The current PaHWR incorporates by reference certain federal hazardous waste
management regulations that were in effect as of May I, 1999 for the November 27,2000
PaHWR authorization, and in effect on September 25, 2003 for the March 22. 2004 PaHWR
authorization. The 2009 authorized PaHWR do not make any changes to the November 27.2000
PaHWR that are relevant to the violations set forth in.

Notice of Action to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

EPA has given the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, through the Pennsylvania
Department of Environn1ental Protection ("PADEP"), prior notice of the initiation of this action
in accordance with Section 3008(a)(2) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6928(a)(2).

II. ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINT

Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law

I. The EPA and EPA's Office of Administrative Law Judges have jurisdiction over this
matter pursuant to RCRA Section 3008,42 U.S.C. § 6928, and the Consolidated Rules of Practice
(40 C.F.R. §§ 22.I(a)(4) and (5) and 22.4(c)).

2. Respondent is, and was at the time of the violations alleged herein, a corporation of the
State of Maryland, and is a "person" as defined in Section 1004(15) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6903
(15), 25 Pa. Code § 260a.1 0, 40 C.F.R. § 761.3 and as used in Sections 15 and 16 of TSCA, 15
U.S.c. §§ 2614 and 2615.
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3. Respondent is, and has been at all times relevant to this Complaint, the "owner" and
"operator" of a "facility", described below, as those terms are defined in 25 Pa. Code § 260a.l,
which, with the exception, among others, of the term "facility", incorporates by reference 40
C.F.R. § 260.10, or 25 Pa. Code § 260a.l O.

4. The facility referred to in Paragraph 3, above, including all of its associated equipment
and structures (hereinafter the "Facility"), is a manufacturing facility located at 3100 Charlotte
Avenue, Easton, Pennsylvania, 18045.

5. Respondent is, and was at all times relevant to this Complaint, a "generator" of "hazardous
waste," as described below, at the Facility, as those terms are defined at 25 Pa. Code § 260a.l,
which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 260.10 with exceptions not relevant herein.

6. On August 20, 2008, an inspector from EPA conducted a Compliance Evaluation
Inspection ("August 20, 2008 TSCA CEI") at the Facility pursuant to the authority of Section 11
ofTSCA, 15 V.S.c. § 2610. The purpose of the August 20, 2008 CEI was to evaluate
Respondent's compliance with regulations promulgated pursuant to TSCA Section 6(e), 40 C.F.R
Part 761, governing the prohibition of, and/or the requirements for, the manufacture, processing,
distribution in commerce, use, disposal, storage and marking of polychlorinated biphenyls
("PCBs") and PCB Items at the Facility.

7. On May 25, 2010, EPA conducted a RCRA Subtitle C Compliance Evaluation Inspection
of the Facility ("May 25, 2010 RCRA CEI").

8. On May 25, 2010, EPA conducted a TSCA Section 6(e) inspection at the Facility ("May
25,2010 TSCA CEI").

9. On January 18,2011, EPA sent Respondent an information request letter pursuant to
Section 3007(a) of RCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6927(a). Respondent replied to this information request
by letter dated February 7, 2011.

10. Respondent vacated the Facility on or about June 20 10.

II. Respondent manufactured electronic devices and signaling equipment at the Facility until
Respondent vacated the Facility on or about June 2010.

12. Respondent's Facility is assigned EPA RCRA identification number PAD002395325.

13. Spent cyanide plating bath solutions from electroplating operations are "solid wastes" and
"hazardous wastes" (F007) within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.3 I, because spent cyanide plating bath solutions have the
characteristics for reactivity and corrosivity within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which
incorporates by reference 40 C.F .R. § 261.22 and 23.
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14. Spent acetone is a solid waste and a hazardous waste (F003) within the meaning of 25 Pa.
Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.31, because it has the
characteristic for ignitability within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.21.

15. Waste mercury is a solid waste and hazardous waste (D009) within the meaning of 25 Pa.
Code § 26Ia.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.31, because it has the
characteristic for toxicity within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.24.

16. Waste lead is a solid waste and hazardous waste (D008) within the meaning of 25 Pa.
Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.31, because it has the
characteristic for toxicity within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.24.

17. Waste nitric acid is a solid waste and hazardous waste (D002) within the meaning of25
Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.31, because it has the
characteristic for corrosivity within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.22.

18. Waste acetic acid is a solid waste and hazardous waste (DOOI and D002) within the
meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.31, because it
has the characteristics for ignitability and corrosivity within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l,
which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.21 and 22.

19. Waste sulfuric acid is a solid waste and hazardous waste (D002) within the meaning of 25
Pa. Code § 26Ia.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.31, because it has the
characteristic for corrosivity within the meaning of 25 Pa. Code § 261 a.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 261.22.

20. Respondent is a "small quantity handler of universal waste," as that term is defined in 25
Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.9, with exceptions not
relevant herein.

21. As used herein, the terms "PCB", "PCB Article", "PCB Item", "PCB Transformer",
"Large Low Voltage Capacitor", "Large High Voltage Capacitor" and "PCB Container" shall
each have the definition and meaning for such terms set forth in 40 C.F.R. § 761.3. All the PCB
contaminated equipment referred to herein are "PCB Items" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.3 having a PCB concentration of 50 ppm or greater.

22. TSCA Section 15(1 )(B), 15 U.S.c. § 2614(1 )(B), provides that it shall be unlawful for any
person to fail or refuse to comply with any requirement prescribed by TSCA Sections 5 or 6, 15
U.S.c. §§ 2604 or 2605. TSCA Section 15(1)(C), 15 U.S.C. § 2614(1 )(C), provides that it shall
be unlawful for any person to fail or refuse to comply with any rule promulgated or order issued
under TSCA Sections 5 or 6.
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COUNT I
(Owning and/or operating a hazardous waste storage facility without a permit or interim status)

23. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

24. 25 Pa. Code § 270a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 270. I(b), and Section
3005(a) and (e) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6925(a) and (e) provide, in pertinent part, that a person
may not own or operate a facility for the treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous waste unless
such person has first obtained a permit for such facility or has qualified for interim status for the
facility.

25. 25 Pa. Code § 262a.10, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(d)(2),
provides, in pertinent part, that a generator who generates greater than 100 kilograms but less than
1000 kilograms of hazardous waste in containers, tanks, drip pads or containment buildings may
accumulate hazardous waste in containers on-site for 180 days or less without a permit or having
interim status provided that, among other things, while being stored on-site, each container
holding hazardous waste must be kept closed during storage, except when it is necessary to add or
remove waste, as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 265, Subpart I (including 40 C.F.R. § 265.1 73(a)).

26. At the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CEI, Respondent failed to keep containers used
for storage of hazardous waste closed at all times except when adding or removing waste as
required by 25 Pa. Code § 262a.lO. which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(d)(2),
which in tum references 40 C.F.R. Part 265, Subpart I (including 40 C.F.R. § 265. I73(a)(3)).

27. 25 Pa. Code § 262a.1 0, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(d)(4),
provides, in pertinent part, that a generator who generates greater than 100 kilograms but less than
1000 kilograms of hazardous waste may accumulate hazardous waste in containers on-site for 180
days or less without a permit or having interim status provided that the generator complies with
40 C.F.R. § 262.34(a)(3), which requires that while being stored on-site, each container holding
hazardous waste be labeled or marked with the words "Hazardous Waste."

28. At the time of the May 25, 20 I0 RCRA CEI, Respondent failed to label or mark each
container used for storage of hazardous waste with the words "Hazardous Waste'" as required by
25 Pa. Code § 262a.IO, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34 (d)(4) which requires
compliance with 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(a)(3).

29. 25 Pa. Code § 262a.1 0, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(d), provides,
in pertinent part. that a generator who generates greater than 100 kilograms but less than 1000
kilograms of hazardous waste may accumulate hazardous waste in containers on-site without a
permit or having interim status provided that the hazardous waste is stored on-site for no longer
than 180 days.
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30. From at least July 11,2009 to September 29, 2010, Respondent stored hazardous waste
mercury (D009) on-site at the Facility for greater than l80 days.

31. 25 Pa. Code § 262a.1 0, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(c), provides,
in pertinent part, that a generator may accumulate as much as 55 gallons of hazardous waste in
containers at or near any point of generation where wastes initially accumulate which is under the
control of the operator of the process generating the waste, without a permit or interim status.

32. At the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CEI, Respondent maintained four drums in a
second floor plating room as a satellite accumulation area into which hazardous waste generated
in other areas of the Facility was transferred. The four drums being used by Respondent as a
satellite accumul ation area were not located at or near any point of generation where hazardous
waste was initially accumulated, and were not under the control of the operator of the process
generating the waste.

33. 25 Pa. Code § 262a. 10, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(d)(I),
provides, in pertinent part, that a generator who generates greater than 100 kilograms but less than
1000 kilograms of hazardous waste may accumulate hazardous waste for 180 days or less without
a permit or having interim status provided that, among other things, the quantity of waste
accumulated on-site never exceeds 6000 kilograms.

34. At the time of the May 25, 20 10 RCRA CEI until at least September 13,2010, Respondent
stored more than 6000 kilograms of the hazardous waste described in paragraphs 13 ~ 19, above,
on-site.

35. Respondent failed to qualify for the "less than 180-day" generator accumulation
exemption of 25 Pa. Code § 262a.1 0, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(a), by
failing to satisfy the conditions for such exemption as set forth in 25 Pa. Code § 262a.1 0, which
incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 262.34(a), as described in Paragraphs 26, 28, 30, and 34,
above.

36. By failing to meet the criteria for the exemption, the Facility became a hazardous waste
treatment, storage or disposal "facility," as that term is defined by 25 Pa. Code § 260a.1 0 with
respect to the activities described above.

37. Respondent does not have, and never had, a permit or interim status pursuant to 25 Pa.
Code § 270a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 270.I(b), or Section 3005(a) of
RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6925(a), for the storage of hazardous waste at the Facility.

38. Respondent was required by 25 Pa. Code § 270a.l, which incorporates by reference 40
C.F.R. § 270.I(b), and Section 3005(a) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6925(a), to obtain a permit for its
hazardous waste storage activities described in this count.

39. Respondent violated 25 Pa. Code § 270a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R.
§ 270. I(b), and Section 3005(a) of RCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6925(a), by owning and operating a
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hazardous waste storage facility without a pennit or interim status.
,

40. From at least July 11,2008 to September 29,2010, Respondent owned and operated a
hazardous waste storage facility without a pennit or interim status, in violation of 25 Pa. Code §
270a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. Part 270 with exceptions not relevant herein,
and Section 3005(a) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6925(a) for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant
to Section 3008 of RCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6928.

COUNT II
(Container Management)

41. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
I

42. Pursuant to 25 Pa. Code § 264a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 264.173
(a), Respondent is required to keep containers of hazardous waste closed during storage except
when it is necessary to add or remove waste.

43. At the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CEI, inspectors observed that Respondent failed
to keep a container which contained hazardous waste closed during storage except when adding
or removing waste, as required by 25 Pa. Code § 264a.l, which incorporates by reference 40
C.F.R. § 264.173(a).

44. Respondent violated 25 Pa. Code § 264a.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R.
§ 264. 173(a), by failing to keep containers of hazardous waste described above closed during
storage except when adding or removing waste at the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CEl, for
which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 3008 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6928.

,

COUNT III
(Universal Waste Storage)

,

45. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

46. Pursuant to 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.
13(d)(l), a small quantity handler ofuniversal waste is required to keep containers of universal
waste lamps closed.

47. Pursuant to 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.
13(d)(l), a small quantity handler of universal waste is required to contain universal waste lamps
in containers or packages that are structurally sound, adequate to prevent breakage and compatible
with the contents ofthe lamps.

48. Pursuant to 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.14(e),
a small quantity handler of universal waste is required to label universal waste lamp containers
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with the words "Universal Waste-Lamp(s)" or "Waste Lamp(s)" or "Used Lamp(s)."

49. Pursuant to 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.
15(c), a small quantity handler of universal waste who accumulates universal waste must be able
to demonstrate the length of time that the universal waste has been accumulated from the date it
becomes a waste or is received. The handler may make this demonstration by:

!

I) Placing the universal waste in a container and marking or labeling the
container with the earliest date that any universal waste in the container became a waste or was
received; I

2) Marking or lab~ling each individual item of universal waste (e.g., each
battery or thennostat) with the date it became a waste or was received;

,

,

3) Maintaining an inventory system on-site that identifies the date each
universal waste became a waste or was received;

'I

4) Maintaining an inventory system on-site that identifies the earliest date that
any universal' waste in a group of universal waste items or a group of containers of universal
waste became a waste or was received;

I

5) Placing the universal waste in a specific accumulation area and identifying
the earliest date that any universal waste in the area became a waste or was received; or

"
,

6) Any other method which clearly demonstrates the length of time that the
universal waste has been accumulated from the date it becomes a waste or is received.

I
i

50. At the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CEI until July 28, 2010, Respondent failed to
keep containers of universal waste lamps closed, in violation of25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which
incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273. 13(d)(1 ).

!

51. At the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CE1 until July 28, 2010, Respondent failed to
label universal waste lamp containers' with the words "Universal Waste-Lamp(s)" or "Waste
Lamp(s)" or "Used Lamp(s)" in violation of 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.14(e). i

I

52. At the time of the May 25,2010 RCRA CEl until July 28, 2010, Respondent failed to
contain universal waste lamps in containers or packages that are structurally sound, adequate to
prevent breakage and compatible with the contents of the lamps, in violation of 25 Pa. Code
§ 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.13(d)(l).

,

"

53. At the time of the May 25, 2010 RCRA CEI until July 28, 2010. Respondent failed to
demonstrate, by any of the methods set forth in 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by
reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.15(c), the length of time that the universal waste lamps at its Facility
had been accumulated from the date such lamps became wastes or were received, in violation of
25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.15(c).
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54. Respondent's acts or omissions as set forth in Paragraphs 50, 51, 52, and 53 are violations
of25 Pa Code § 266b.l, which incorporates by reference 40 C.F.R. § 273.13(d)(l), 14(e) and
.15(c), for which a penalty may be as~essed pursuant to Section 3008 ofRCRA, 42 U.S.c.
§ 6928. I

COUNT IV
(Failure to Mark PCB Articles and Equipment at Time of Removal from Use - Rectifier A Area)

I

55. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

1

56. 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) and (5) provide that PCB Large High and Low Voltage
Capacitors that were in existence on or after July I, 1978 shall be marked in accordance with 40
C.F.R. § 761.45(a) at the time of removal from use ifnot already marked.

1

57. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent had permanently shut down its
operations at the Facility. 'I

I

58. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, EPA inspectors observed five PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors with PCB nameplates located in an area of the Facility identified
by Respondent as the "Rectifier A Area."

I

59. The five PCB Large High or tow Voltage Capacitors with PCB nameplates located in
Rectifier A Area at the Facility were ';'PCB Items", "PCB articles" and "PCB-contaminated
electrical equipment" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3 and had been removed from use.

60. The five PCB Large High or Jow Voltage Capacitors in the Rectifier A Area at the
Facility were not marked as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5).

1

61. Respondent's failure to mark the five PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors in the
Rectifier A Area at the Facility as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5) constitutes a
violation of Section 15 of TSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F .R.
§ 761.40(a)(3) or (5), for which a pen1alty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of TSCA, 15
U.S.C. § 2615.

I COUNT V
(Failure to Mark PCB Articles and Equipment at Time of Removal from Use - Rectifier E Area)

62. The preceding paragraphs arelincorporated by reference.

63. 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) and (5) provide that PCB Large High and Low Voltage
Capacitors that were in existence on or after July I, 1978 shall be marked in accordance with 40
C.F.R. § 761.45(a) at the time of removal from use ifnot already marked.

1 9
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64. At the time of the May 25, 2010 inspection, EPA inspectors observed four PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors locat~d in an area ofthe Facility identified by Respondent as the
"Rectifier E Area." I

65. The four PCB Large High or row Voltage Capacitors located in Rectifier E Area at the
Facility were "PCB Items", "PCB artitles" and "PCB-contaminated electrical equipment" within
the meaning of 40 C.F,R. § 761.3 and 'had been removed from use.

I

66. Three of the four PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors in the Rectifier E Area at
the Facility were not marked as reqUirrd by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5).

67. Respondent's failure to mark the three PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors in the
Rectifier E Area at the Facility as reqJired by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5) constitutes a
violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F.R.
§ 76l.40(a)(3) or (5), for which a pen~lty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15
U.S.C § 2615. I

I COUNT VI
(Failure to Mark PCB Articles and Equipment at Time of Removal from Use - Basing Area)

I

68. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

I

69. At the time of the May 25, 2010 inspection, EPA inspectors observed four General
Electric Pyranol PCB Large High or tow Voltage Capacitors located in an area of the Facility

I

identified by Respondent as the "Basing Area."

I

70. The four General Electric Pyr~nol PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors located in
the Basing Area at the Facility were "PCB ltems", "PCB articles" and "PCB-contaminated
electrical equipment" within the mear\.ing of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3 and had been removed from use.

I

71. The four General Electric Pyrimol PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors located in
the Basing Area at the Facility were riot marked as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5).

72. Respondent's failure to mark be four General Electric Pyranol PCB Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors in the Basing Arek at the Facility as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or

,

(5) constitutes a violation of Section 15 of TSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements of 40
,

C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of
TSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2615.
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COUNT VII
(Failure to Mark PCB Articles and Equipment at Time of Removal from Use - Second Floor

Area) I

73. The preceding paragraphs are tcorporated by reference.

74. At the time of the May 25, 20,10 TSCA CE1, at least one PCB Large High Voltage
Capacitor and seventeen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors were being stored for
disposal, located in the large open are~ at the south end of the second floor of the Facility
("Second Floor Area").

75. The seventeen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors were "PCB Items", "PCB
articles" and "PCB-contaminated electrical equipment" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3
and had been removed from use.

76. The PCB Large High or Low yoltage Capacitors located in the Second Floor Area of the
Facility were not marked as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761 AO(a)(3) or (5).

I

77. Respondent's failure to mark the seventeen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors
located in the Second Floor Area of the Facility as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761 AO(a)(3) or (5)

,

constitutes a violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements of40
,

C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) or (5), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of
TSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2615.

I cOUNTVIII
(Failure to Mark Area used to Store PCBs and PCB Items - Basing Area)

78. The preceding paragraphs are iincorporated by reference.

79. 40 C.F.R. § 761.65 applies to the storage for disposal of PCBs and PCB Items at
concentrations of 50 ppm or greater. :Owners or operators of any facilities used for the storage of
PCBs and PCB Items designated for disposal must comply with specific storage unit requirements

,

specified in 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b) with exceptions not relevant to this matter. 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.65(c)(l) provides that certain P~B Items may be stored temporarily in an area that does not
comply with the requirements of 40 G.F.R. § 761.65(b) for up to thirty days from the date of their
removal from service. II

80. 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(3) requires that any storage area subject to the requirements of 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(b) or 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(l) shall be marked as required in subpart C of40
C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(10).

81. At the time of the May 25, 20 I0 TSCA CEI, a PCB-contaminated Transfoffi1er and at least
one PCB Large High or Low Voltagd Capacitor were being stored for disposal by Respondent in
the Basing Area at the Facility and sJch area was subject to the requirements of either 40 C.F.R.

I I



§ 761.65(b) or 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(C)T'

82. The PCB-contaminated Transformer and the PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitor
,

located in the Basing Area were "PCB Items", "PCB articles" and PCB-contaminated electrical
,

equipment within the meaning of 40 Q:.F.R. § 761.3.
I!

83. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, the Basing Area at the Facility was not
marked as required by 40 C.F.R. § 76jI.65(C)(3) and § 761.40(a)(lO).

84. Respondent's failure to mark the Basing Area at the Facility as required by 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.65(c)(3) and § 761.40(a)(l 0) is la violation of Section 15 of TSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and

I •

the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 761. 65(b), and (c)(3), for whIch a penalty may be assessed
I

pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2615.

II COUNT IX
(Failure to Mark Area used to Store PCBs and PCB Items - Second Floor Area)

85. The preceding paragraphs are lincorporated by reference.

86. At the time of the May 25. 2010 TSCA CEI. at least one PCB Large High Voltage
Capacitor and seventeen PCB Large ¥igh or Low Voltage Capacitors were being stored for
disposal in the Second Floor Area at the Facility and as such was subject to either 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.65(b) or 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)QI).

I

87. At the time of the May 25, 20/0 TSCA CEI. the Second Floor Area at the Facility was not
marked as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(1 0) and 761.65(c)(3).

88. The PCB Large High VOltage!capacitor and seventeen PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors located in Second Floor Area at the Facility were "PCB Items", "PCB articles" and
"PCB- contaminated electrical equipJhent" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3 and had been
removed from use. I

89. Respondent's failure to mark Ihe Second Floor Area at the Facility as required by 40
C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(10) and 761.65(c):(3) is a violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614,
and the requirements of40 C.F.R. § '161. 65(b), and (c)(3), for which a penalty may be assessed
pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 UJ.S.C. § 2615.

COUNT X
(Failure to Mark Area uSid to Store PCBs and PCB Items - Storage Area)

90. The preceding paragraphs arel incorporated by reference.

91. At the time of the May 25, 20!10 TSCA CEI. over 250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors were being stored for disposal in a storage area ("Storage Area") at the Facility.
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92. The over 250 PCB Large Highior Low Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in the
Storage Area at the Facility were "PCB Items", "PCB articles" and "PCB-contaminated electrical

,

equipment" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3.

93. At the time of the May 25, 201!0 TSCA CEI, the Storage Area at the Facility was not
marked as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(l0) and 761.65(c)(3).

I

I

94. Respondent's failure to mark the Storage Area at the Facility as required by 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.40(a)(l0) and 761.65(c)(3) is a yiolation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the
requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 761. 65(b) and (c)(3), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant
to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2615.

COUNT XI
(Failure to Maintain Records of Monthly Inspections of PCB Items in Storage for Disposal

Switchgear Area)

95. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

96. 40 C.F.R.§ 761.65(c)(5) proviLs in pertinent part that all PCB Items in storage for
disposal shall be checked for leaks at least once every 30 days.

97. 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) furthL provides that records of such inspections. maintenance,
cleanup and disposal must be maintaited in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 76l.180(a) and (b).

,

98. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent had stored for disposal fifteen
PCB Large High or Low Voltage Cap~citors and three PCB-contaminated Transformers
containing 384 gallons of liquid in an larea identified by Respondent as the "Switchgear Area" at
the Facility from at least October 200f to the date of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI.

99. The fifteen PCB Large High o~ Low Voltage Capacitors and three PCB-contaminated
Transformers containing 384 gallons bfliquid in storage for disposal in the Switchgear Area at
the Facility were "PCB Items", "PC~ articles" and "PCB-contaminated electrical equipment"
within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3.

\

100. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent did not have records
documenting the inspections requiredlby 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) for the fifteen PCB Large High
or Low Voltage Capacitors and three PCB Transformers containing 384 gallons ofliquid stored
for disposal in the Switchgear Area a~ the Facility.

101. Respondent's failure to maintLn records of monthly inspections of the fifteen PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors and rhree PCB-contaminated Transformers containing 384
gallons ofliquid stored for disposal in the Switchgear Area at the Facility constitutes a violation

,

of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5), for
13



which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2615.

COUNT XII
(Failure to Maintain Records of Monthly Inspections of PCB Items in Storage for Disposal 

Basing Area)

102. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
. I

103. At the time of the May 25, 201:0 TSCA CEI, Respondent had stored for disposal one PCB
contaminated Transformer and fewer t,han 50 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors (but
greater than in the Basing Area at the Facility) from at least October 2008.

104. At the time of the May 25, 201!0 TSCA CEI, Respondent did not have inspection records
documenting the inspections required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) for the PCB-contaminated
Transformer and fewer than 50 PCB Uarge High or Low Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in
the Basing Area at the Facility. II

lOS. The PCB-contaminated TransfOrmer and fewer than 50 PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors stored for disposal in the Blasing Area at the Facility were "PCB Items", within the
meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3. I

106. Respondent's failure to mainta'in records of monthly inspections of the PCB contaminated
Transformer and fewer than 50 PCB Uarge High or Low Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in
the Basing Area at the Facility constit~tes a violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, IS U.S.c. § 2614,
and the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant
to Section 16 ofTSCA, IS USc. § 2615.

COUNT XIII
(Failure to Maintain Records of Monthly Inspections of PCB Items in Storage for Disposal

Second Floor Area)

107. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

I

108. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEL Respondent had stored for disposal seventeen
PCB Large High or Low Voltage Cap~citors in the Second Floor Area at the Facility from at least
October 2008. I

109. The seventeen PCB Large HiJh or Low Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in the
Second Floor Area at the Facility wet "PCB Items", within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3.

110. At the time ofthe May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent did not have inspection records
documenting the inspections required Iby 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) for the seventeen PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in the Second Floor Area at the Facility.
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III. Respondent's failure to mainta'in records of monthly inspections of the seventeen PCB
Large High or Low Voltage Capacito~s stored for disposal in the Second Floor Area of the
Facility constitutes a violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of
40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA,
15 U.S.C. § 2615.

I COUNT XIV
(Failure to Maintain Records of Monthly Inspections of PCB Items in Storage for Disposal -

Mechanical Area) I

I

112. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

I

113. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent had stored for disposal three 55 -
gallon drums and one 35 - gallon drurh, all marked with the PCB M L mark from at least October
2008 in an area identified by Respondent as the "Mechanical Area" at the Facility.

114. The three 55 - gallon drums ald one 35 - gallon drum in the Mechanical Area at the
,

Facility were "PCB containers" and "PCB Items" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3.

I

115. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent did not have inspection records
documenting the inspections required]by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) for the three 55 - gallon drums
and one 35 - gallon drum, all marked with the PCB M L mark and stored for disposal in the
Mechanical Area at the Facility.

116. Respondent's failure to maintain inspection records for the monthly inspections of the
three 55 - gallon drums and one 35 - ~allon drum, all marked with the PCB M L and stored for
disposal in the Mechanical Area at the Facility constitutes a violation of Section 15 of TSCA, 15
U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements ?f 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5), for which a penalty may be
assessed pursuant to Section 16 of TSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2615.

COUNT XV
(Failure to Maintain Records of Monthly Inspections of PCB Items in Storage for Disposal-

Storage Area) I

117. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

118. At the time of the May 25, 20W TSCA CEL Respondent had stored for disposal over 250
PCB Large High or Low Voltage callacitors from at least October 2008 in the Storage Area at the
Facility.

119. The 250 PCB Large High or ILow Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in the Storage
,

Area at the Facility were "PCB containers" and "PCB Items" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.3. I
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120. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, Respondent did not have inspection records
documenting the inspections required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) for the over 250 PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors stored for disposal in the Storage Area at the Facility.

I

121. Respondent's failure to maintain records of the monthly inspections of the over 250 PCB
Large High or Low Voltage Capacitork stored for disposal in the Storage Area at the Facility

,

constitutes a violation of Section I5 o~TSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5), for which a pen'alty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15
U.S.C. § 2615.

COUNT XVI
(Failure to Date PCB Items Removed from Service for Disposal- Switchgear Area)

122. The preceding paragraphs are Lcorporated by reference.
I

123. 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(8) reqJires in pertinent part that PCB Items shall be dated on the
item when such PCB Items are remov~d from service for disposal.

124. Respondent removed from sertce for disposal fifteen PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors and three PCB-contaminat~d Transformers containing 384 gallons of liquid located in
the Switchgear Area at the Facility on or about June 24, 2008.

125. The fifteen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors and three PCB-contaminated
Transformers containing 384 gallons 6fliquid in storage in the Switchgear Area at the Facility
were "PCB Items", "PCB articles" and "PCB-contaminated electrical equipment" within the
meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3. J

126. At the time of both the Augus I 20, 2008 and May 25. 20 10 TSCA CEls, EPA inspectors
observed the PCB Items described in Paragraph 120, above, and noted that such PCB Iterns had

I

not been dated as required by 40 C.Ff § 761.65(c)(8).

127. Respondent's failure to date fifteen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors and three
PCB-contaminated Transformers confaining 384 gallons of liquid stored in the Switchgear Area
at the Facility when such PCB Items ~ere removed from service for disposal is a violation of
Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 261f' and the requirements of40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(8), for
which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2615.

COUNT XVII
(Failure to Date PCB Items Removed from Service for Disposal- Basing Area)

128. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
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129. Respondent removed from se~ice for disposal a PCB-contaminated Transformer and
fewer than fifty PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors located in the Basing Area at the
Facility on or about June 24, 2008.

130. The PCB-contaminated Transformer and fewer than fifty PCB Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors located in the Basihg Area at the Facility were "PCB Items", "PCB articles"

I

and "PCB-contaminated electrical equipment" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3.

131. At the time of both the August 20, 2008 and May 2S, 20 I0 TSCA CEls, EPA inspectors
observed the PCB Items described in ~aragraph 129, above, and noted that such PCB Items had
not been dated as required by 40 c.Fl § 761.6S(c)(8).

132. Respondent's failure to date a PCB-contaminated Transformer and fewer than fifty PCB
Large High or Low Voltage Capacitotr.located in the Basing Area at the Facility when such PCB
Items were removed from service for ~isposal is a violation of Section IS ofTSCA, IS U.S.c.
§ 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F .R. § 761.6S(c)(8), for which a penalty may be assessed

I

pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, IS U.S.C § 261S.

COUNT XVIII
(Failure to Date PCB Items Removed from Service for Disposal - Second Floor Area)

. I
133. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

134. Respondent removed from selice for disposal seventeen PCB Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors located in the Secbnd Floor Area at the Facility on or about June 24, 2008.

135. The seventeen PCB Large HiJh or Low Voltage Capacitors located in the Second Floor
Area at the Facility were "PCB 1tems'i', "PCB articles" and "PCB-contaminated electrical
equipment" within the meaning of 40 Ic.F.R. § 761.3.

136. At the time of both the August 20, 2008 and May 2S, 2010 TSCA CEls. EPA inspectors
I

observed the PCB Items described in Paragraph 134, above, and noted that such PCB Items had
,

not been dated as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.6S(c)(8).

137. Respondent's failure to date Jventeen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors
located in the Second Floor Area at tHe Facility when such PCB Items were removed from service
for disposal is a violation of Section liS of TSCA, IS U.S.C.§ 2614, and the requirements of 40
C.F.R. § 761.6S(c)(8), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of TSCA, IS
U.S.C. § 261S.

138.

COUNT XIX
(Failure to Date PCB Items Removed from Service for Disposal- Storage Area)

The preceding p~ragraPhS aJincorporated by reference.
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139. Respondent removed from service for disposal over 250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors located in the Storage Are~ at the Facility on or about June 24, 2008.

140. The 250 PCB Lar~e High or Llw Voltage Capacitors located in the Storage Area at the
Facility were "PCB Items", "PCB arti6les" and "PCB-contaminated electrical equipment" within
the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 761.3. I

141. At the time of both the August!20, 2008 and May 25, 2010 TSCA CEls, EPA inspectors
observed the PCB Items described in faragraph 139, above, and noted that such PCB Items had
not been dated as required by 40 C.Fl § 761.65(c)(8).

142. Respondent's failure to date 0ier 250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors located
in the Storage Area at the Facility wh9n such PCB Items were removed from service for disposal
is a violation of Section IS ofTSCA, IS U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.65(c)(8), for which a penalty m~y be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, IS U.S.c.
§ 2615.

I COUNTXX
(Failure to Store PCB Item, in Areas with Adequate Curbing - Basing Area)

143. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.

144. 40 C.F.R. § 761.6
1
5(b)(l)(ii) re~uires, with exceptions not applicable here. that after July I,

1978, owners and operators of any fadilities used for the storage of PCBs and PCB Items
designated for disposal shall, inler alib, have an adequate floor that has continuous curbing with
a minimum six inch high curb, and th~t such floor and curbing provide a containment volume
equal to at least two times the internall, volume of the largest PCB Article or PCB Container or 25
percent of the total internal volume ouall PCB Articles or PCB Containers stored there,
whichever is greater.

145. At the time of both the Augus~ 20,2008 and May 25, 2010 TSCA CEls, EPA inspectors
observed PCB Items, namely one PCB-contaminated Transformer with unknown volume and
fewer than fifty PCB Large Capacitor~, stored for disposal in the Basing Area at the Facility.

146. The Basing Area ~t the FaciliJ did not have continuous curbing with a minimum six inch
high curb as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)(l)(ii).

147. Respondent' s fail~re to have c!ontinuous curbing with a minimum six inch high curb as
required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)(l)(ii) in the Basing Area at the Facility where PCB Items were
stored for disposal is a violation ofSe:ction IS ofTSCA, IS U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements
of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)(l)(ii), for wl1ich a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of
TSCA, IS U.S.c. § 2615, I

I

i
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I COUNT XXI
(Failure to Store PCB Items in Areas with Adequate Curbing - Storage Area)

I 1

148. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
1

149. At the time of both the August 20, 2008 and May 25,2010 TSCA CEls, EPA inspectors
,

observed PCB Items, namely over 250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors, stored for
disposal in the Storage Area at the Fability.

! 1

150. The Storage Are~ at the Facili'ty did not have continuous curbing with a minimum six inch
,

high curb as required by 40 C.F.R. § '761.65(b)(l)(ii).
I. 1

151. Respondent's failure to have ~ontinuous curbing with a minimum six inch high curb as
,

required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)(l)(ii) in the Storage Area at the Facility where PCB Items were
stored for disposal is a violation ofS~ction 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements

,

of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)( I )(ii), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of
TSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 261l· I

I COUNT XXII
(Failure to Store PCB Items in Areas with Adequate Curbing -- Second Floor Area)

I

152. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference.
I

153. At the time of both the August 20, 2008 and May 25, 2010 TSCA CEls, EPA inspectors
observed PCB Items, namely seventebn PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors seventeen
PCB Large High or Low Voltage Ca~acitors, stored for disposal in the Second Floor Area at the
Facility. I

,

154. The Second Floor at the Facility did not have continuous curbing with a minimum six inch
,

high curb as required by 140 C.F.R. § f61.65(b)(I)(ii).

155. Respondent's failure to have continuous curbing with a minimum six inch high curb as
,

required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)(l)~ii) in the Second Floor Area at the Facility where PCB
Items were stored for disposal is a violation of Section 15 of TSCA, 15 U.S.C.§ 2614, and the
requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(~)(l )(ii), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to. ,

SectIOn 16 of TSCA, 15 U.S.c.§ 2615.

I

! I COUNT XXIII
(Failure to Maintain PCB Annual Documents - 2005)

I

156. The preceding p~ragraphs are incorporated by reference.

1
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157. 40 C.F.R § 761.180(a) requirls each owner or operator of a facility, other than a
commercial storer or a disposer ofPetB waste, using or storing at anyone time at least 45
kilograms (99.4 pounds) of PCBs coAtained in PCB Container(s), or one or more PCB
Transfonners, or fifty ot, more PCB rlarge High or Low Voltage Capacitors shall develop and
maintain at the facility, ~r a central dcility provided they are maintained at that facility, all annual
records and the written annual docurrlent log of the disposition of PCBs and PCB Items. The
written annual document log must bel prepared for each facility by Ju\y I covering the previous
calendar year (January through December). The annual document log shall be maintained for at
least three years after th~ facility ceaJes using or storing PCBs and PCB Items in the quantities
described above. II I

\58. Since at least Au'gust, 1995 uAtil on or about June 24, 2008, Respondent was an owner of
a facility (i.e., the Facility) using or storing fifty or more PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors and was not acommercia! storer or a disposer of PCB waste.

159. At the time ofthl August 20, 2008 TSCA CEI, Respondent had not developed and
,

maintained at the Facility all annual r,ecords and the written annual document log of the
disposition of PCBs andlPCB Items ~or the year 2005.

160. Respondent's failure to develbp and maintain at the Facility all annual records and the
, I

written annual document log of the disposition of PCBs and PCB Items for the year 2005, is a
, I

violation of Section \5 ofTSCA, IS U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F .R.
§ 761.180(a), for which apenalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, IS U.S.c.
§ 26\4.

COUNT XXIV
(Failure to Maintain PCB and PCB Item Annual Documents - 2006)

I I
161. The preceding pyagraPhs arelincorporated by reference.

162. At the time ofthe August 20, :2008 TSCA CEI, Respondent had not developed and
maintained at the Facility all annual r~cords and the written annual document log of the
disposition of PCBs and rCB Items lor the year 2006.

163. Respondenfs failure to deve\6p and maintain at the Facility all annual records and the
I I

written annual document log of the disposition of PCBs and PCB Items for the year 2006 is a
, I

violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 c.F.R.
§ 761.180(a), for which ~ penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C.
§2615. I

COUNT XXV
(Failure to Maintain PCB Annual Documents - 2007)

164. Th, p,,~di"g J,m"'Ph' ~+<O'P","I01 by ref're"~.
I I 20
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• I165. At the time of the iAugust 20, 2008 TSCA CEI, Respondent had not developed and
maintained at the FacilitYi all annual r9cords and the written annual document log of the
disposition of PCBs and PCB Items for the year 2007.

166. Respondent's failLe to develob and maintain at the Facility all annual records and the
written annual document ,log of the di~position of PCBs and PCB Items for the year 2007 is a
violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C.§ 2614, and the requirements of40 C.F.R.
§ 761.180(a), for which a' penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C.
§ 2614.

I COUNT XXVI
(Failure to Maintain PCB Annual Documents - 2008)

167. The preceding pJagraPhS are Incorporated by reference.

168. At the time of the! May 25, 20Jo TSCA CEI, Respondent had not developed and
maintained at the Facility all annual r6cords and the written annual document log of the
disposition of PCBs and PCB Items f6r the year 2008.

169. Respondent's failLe to develdp and maintain at the Facility all annual records and the
written annual document)og of the dikposition of PCBs and PCB Items for the year 2008 is a
violation of Section 15 of TSCA, 15 tlJ.S.c. § 2614. and the requirements of 40 C.F .R.
§ 761. I 80(a), for which dpenalty ma~ be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C.
§ 2615. I

I

I I COUNT XXVII
(Storage of PCB wasl in Excess of One Year - Switchgear Area)

170. The preceding pJagraPhS are 'incorporated by reference.

I I
171. 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(I) provides that any PCB waste shall be disposed of within one year
from the date it was dete~mined to be ItCB waste and the decision was made to dispose of it. This
date is the date of remov~l from service for disposal and the point at which the one year time
frame for disposal begin,. I

172. Respondent deterynined the fifteen PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors and three
PCB-contaminated Transformers containing 384 gallons ofliquid stored in the Switchgear Area
at the Facility to be PCB Iwaste and dtcided to dispose of it on or about June 24, 2008.

173. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, which was one year and eleven months after
such PCB Items had beeh determined I to be PCB waste and the decision had been made to dispose
of it, EPA inspectors obs'erved the POB Items listed in Paragraph 172, above, at the Facility in
storage for disposal. I



174. Respondent's failure to dispose of the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 172, above, within
one year of determining s'uch PCB Iteins to be PCB waste and making the decision to dispose of
such PCB Items is a violation of Sectibn 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of
40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(1 ),! for which a benalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA,
15U.S.C.§2615. II

I I COUNT XXVIII
(Storage of PCB Waste in Excess of One Year - Basing Area)

175. The preceding pJagraPhS are Incorporated by reference.

176. Respondent detelined the pdB-contaminated transformer and fewer than fifty PCB
Large High or Low Volt~ge Capacitots stored in the Basing Area at the Facility to be PCB waste
and made the decision m~de to disposb of such PCB ltems on or about June 24, 2008.

177. At the time ofthel May 25, 20lo TSCA CEl, which was one year and eleven months after
such PCB ltems had beeA determined Ito be PCB waste and the decision had been made to dispose
of such PCB ltems, EPA Iinspectors observed the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 176, above, at the
Facility in storage for diJposal.

178. Respondent's faiLre to dispose of the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 176, above, within
one year of such PCB Itdms having b6en determined to be PCB waste and the decision having
been made to dispose ofkuch PCB It~ms is a violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614,
and the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § *1.65(a)(I), for which a penalty may be assessed pursuant
to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C.§ 2615.

I

COUNT XXIX
(Storage of PCB Waste in Excess of One Year- Second Floor Area)

179. The preceding pJragraPhS are1incorporated by reference.

180. Respondent deteLined the seventeen PCB Large Capacitors stored in the Second Floor
at the Facility to be PCB

1

waste and rrlade the decision to dispose of such PCB Items on or about
June 24, 2008. I

181. At the time of the May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI, which was one year and eleven months after
such PCB Items had beeh determined to be PCB waste and the decision had been made to dispose
of such PCB Items, EPA! inspectors 6bserved the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 180, above at the
Facility in storage for dikposal.

I

182. Respondent's failure to dispose of the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 180, above, within
one year of determining Isuch PCB ltbms were PCB waste and deciding to dispose of such PCB
Items is a violation of S6ction 15 oftSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F.R.
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§ 761.65(a)(I), for which
l
a penalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of TSCA, 15 U.S.C.

§ 2615.

COUNT XXX
(Storage of PCB "'(aste in EXCrS of One Year - Area adjacent to Mechanical Area)

183. The preceding paLgraphs are incorporated by reference.
I I

184. Respondent deterlnined three h5 - gal10n drums and one 35 - gal10n drum marked with the
PCB M L mark and stored in the area ~djacent to the Mechanical Area at the Facility were PCB
waste and decided to dispose of such PCB Items on or about June 24, 2008.

. I

185. At the time ofth~ May 25, 2010 TSCA CEI. which was one year and eleven months after
such PCB Items had beeri determined I to be PCB waste and the decision had been made to dispose
of such PCB Items, EPAlinspectors observed the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 184, above, at the
Facility in storage for disposal.

I

186. Respondent's failure to dispose of the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 184, above, within
one year of determining kuch PCB It~ms were PCB waste and the deciding to dispose of such
PCB Items is a violation lof Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the requirements of 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(I), for which a pehalty may be assessed pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15
U.S.c.§ 2615.

I COUNT XXXI
(Storage of PCB Waste in Excess of One Year - Storage Area)

187. The preceding pJragraPhS are incorporated by reference.

188. Respondent detJmined over ~50 PCB Large Capacitors stored in the Storage Area at the
Facility to be PCB wastd and decided to dispose of such PCB Items on or about June 24, 2008.

189. At the time ofthl May 25, 20 1,10 TSCA CEI, which was one year and eleven months after
such PCB Items had bee'n determined to be PCB waste and the decision made to dispose of such
PCB Items, EPA inspec~ors observed

l

' the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 188, above, at the
Facility in storage for disposal.

I

190. Respondent's failure to dispoke of the PCB Items listed in Paragraph 188, above, within
one year of determining isuch PCB It~ms to be PCB waste and deciding to dispose of such PCB
items is a violation of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.c. § 2614, and the requirements of 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.65(a)(1), for which a penalty n\ay be assessed pursuant to Section 16 of TSCA, 15 U.S.C.
§2615. I
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III. I1ROPOSED CIVIL PENALTY

190. Based on the foregoing allegJtions, and pursuant to the authority of Section 3008(a)(I)
, I

and (3) and (g) of RCI}A, 42 U.S.G. § 6928(a)(I) and (3), and (g), and Section 16(a)(l) of
TSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 291 5(a)(l ), C~mplainant proposes the assessment a civil penalty against
Respondent per day o~ non-compli<fnce for each violation. The Civil Monetary Penalty Inflation
Adjustment Rule, 40 G.F.R. Part 19, increased the maximum amount of civil penalties which
can be assessed by EPA for each dJy ofa violation ofRCRA Subtitle C and TSCA Section 6(e)

I 'occurring on or after January 30, 1997 and on or before March 15,2004 from $25,000 to
$27,000, after March 15,2004 and :on or before January 12,2009 to $32,500, and after January
12,2009, to $37,600. I

191. For the purpose of determining the amount of a civil penalty to be assessed under RCRA
Section 3008(a)(3), 421 U.S.c. § 6928(a)(3), EPA is required to take into account the seriousness
of the violation and any good faith bfforts by the Respondent to comply with applicable
requirements (i.e., the i"statutory fa~tors")' In developing a civil penalty, Complainant will take
into account the particular facts and circumstances of this case with specific reference to the
aforementioned statut6ry factors arid EPA's June 2003 RCRA Civil Penalty Policy ("RCRA
Penalty Policy"), a coJy of which i~ enclosed with this Complaint (Enclosure A). This RCRA
Penalty Policy provid~s a rational, tonsistent and equitable methodology for applying the
statutory factors enumerated above lito particular cases.

192. For the purpose if determining the amount of a civil penalty to be assessed under TSCA,
TSCA Section 16(a)(2~(B), 15 U.sjC. § 2615(a)(2)(B) EPA is required to take into account the
nature, circumstances,lextent and gravity of the of the violations, and, with respect to the
violator, the ability to pay, effect 011 ability to continue to do business, any history of prior such
violations, the degree bf cUlpabilit~and such other matters as justice may require. In
developing a civil pen~lty, Complainant will take into account the particular facts and
circumstances of this dase with spebfic reference to the aforementioned statutory factors and
EPA's April 9, 1990 pblychlorinatdd Biphenyl (PCB) Penalty Policy (Enclosure B) ("PCB
Penalty Policy"), ThisllPCB Penalt~ Policy provides a rational, consistent and equitable
methodology for applying the statutory factors enumerated above to particular cases.

193. Complainant will also considL, among other factors, Respondent's inability to pay a civil
penalty. The burden dfraising and1demonstrating an inability to pay rests with the Respondent
In addition, to the extdnt that facts and circumstances unknown to Complainant at the time of
the issuance of the Cofnplaint becolne known after the Complaint is issued, such facts and
circumstances may als~o be consideted as a basis for increasing or decreasing the civil penalty,
as appropriate. I

194. The proposed penalty does nqt constitute a "demand" as that term is defined in the Equal
Access to Justice Act, 128 U,S,c. § f412. Pursuant to Section 22.14(a)(4)(ii) of the Consolidated
Rules of Practice, an explanation of the number and severity of violations is given below

I I
concerning the aforesaid Counts alleged in this Complaint.
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195. Pursuant to 40 C.!F.R. § 22.14ta)(4)(ii), Complainant is not proposing a specific penalty at
this time, but will do s6 at a later d~te after an exchange of information has occurred. See 40
C.F.R. § 22.l9(a)(4).

COUNT I - Owning and/or operatihg a hazardous waste storage facility without a permit or
interim status I

196. The "potential for harm" arisiAg from Respondent's storage of hazardous waste without a
permit is "moderate." !Respondent'is failure to comply with the permitting requirements of
RCRA and the authorized PaHWR constitutes a moderate potential for harm to human health,
the environment and attual harm tol the RCRA program. The permitting process is the
backbone of the RCM program anti ensures that facilities that manage hazardous wastes
handle them in a mann1er so as to minimize their risk to human health and the environment.
Failure to obtain a penhit or interinl status prior to the treatment, storage and/or disposal of
hazardous waste is evidence indicating that a facility is not instituting those practices and
procedures required b~ RCRA for the safe management and handling of these waste, thereby,
posing a risk to humanl health and the environment. Failure to obtain a permit and interim status
also impedes EPA's a~ility to regulkte hazardous waste activities by members of the regulated
community, like Resp6ndent, due tb the fact that the RCRA regulatory program and
Complainant rely uporl the self-rep6rting of members of the regulated community.

197. Respondent's deLation from \he regulatory requirements presented by Respondent's
activities is "moderate.!" RespondeAt met some, but not all, of the conditions which they needed
to meet in order to be exempt from Irermitting requirements.

198. Economic Benefil ofNon-compliance: In addition to a gravity-based penalty for Count I,
Complainant shall alsd seek assessrrtent of a penalty that takes into account the economic
benefit of non-complidnce gained ~y Respondent as a result of its failure to obtain a permit or
interim status prior to ~toring hazartious waste at the Facility. This component includes the cost
savings of not disposirig of hazarddus wastes at appropriate intervals.

I

COUNT II - Containet Management

199. Gravity-Based tenafty comlonent: The "potential for harm" arising from Respondent's
failure to keep containers used for ~torage of hazardous waste closed at all times except when
adding or removing w~ste at the Fability is moderate. Improper hazardous waste container

I I
management poses a significant risk to human health and the environment from potential
releases and spills frorlJ such containers. Additionally, the failure to comply with the RCRA
container management regulations tonstitutes actual harm to the RCRA program which relies
upon members of the tlegulated co""munity, like Respondent, to safely mange hazardous waste.

200. Respondent failep to keep a cbntainer used for storage of hazardous waste closed at all
times except when adding or remo~ing waste. Accordingly, the extent of deviation from the
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regulatory requirements presented b1y Respondent's activities is "moderate."

201. Economic Benefi~ ofNon-Co,JPliance: In addition to a gravity-based penalty for this
Count, Complainant shall also seek 'assessment of a penalty that takes into account the
economic benefit gaindd by Respondent as a result of its failure to failed to keep containers used
for storage of hazardoJs waste clos~d at all times except when adding or removing waste.

I, \

COUNT III- Universal Waste Management

202. Economic Benefi~ ofNon-coJpliance: In addition to a gravity-based penalty for this
Gravity-Based PenalrylComponent:1 The "potential for harm" arising from Respondent's failure
to contain universal waste lamps in Icontainers or packages that are structurally sound, adequate
to prevent breakage and compatible with the contents ofthe lamps, to mark the containers as
required, and to demohstrate, by any of the methods set forth in 25 Pa. Code § 266b.l, which
incorporates by refererlce 40 C.F.R,I § 273.15(c), the length of time that the universal waste
lamps at its Facility had been accumulated from the date it became a waste or was received, is
"moderate." Such failJre poses a si1gnificant risk to human health and the environment and also
impedes the successful Iimplementation of the RCRA program which relies upon members of
the regulated community, like Respbndent, to comply with its requirements.

203. Respondent failJ to properl)lmanage at least 46 boxes of universal waste lamps.
Accordingly, the extent of deviation from the regulatory requirements presented by
Respondent's activitied is "moderatb."

I I

204. Economic Bene.!i! ofNon-Codlpliance: In addition to a gravity-based penalty for this
Count, Complainant sHall also seeklassessment of a penalty that takes into account the
economic benefit gainJd by Respondent as a result of its failure to perform hazardous waste

determinations. 'I 'I

COUNTS IV - VII. - Fa1iJure to Ma~k a PCB Large Low Voltage Capacitor with the PCB
Mark M L at the Time of Removal from Use

205. Rectifier A Area: Under the 1~90 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tq mark PCB ~rticles and Equipment at the time such PCB Articles and
Equipment are removetl from service as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) and (5) is
quantified as the "Circhmstance LeVI'el" in the penalty matrix. Any person who is subject to 40
C.F.R. Part 761 is reqJired to mark all PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors with the
PCB ML mark. All mirks must be placed in a position on the exterior of the PCB items so that
any person inspecting br servicing the marked PCB item can easily read the marks. Respondent
failed to mark five Capacitors with IpCB nameplates in the Rectifier A area. This violation is
assigned the High Range, Level 2 Qircumstance Level because it is considered a major marking
violation. A major marking violatibn is a situation where, as here, there is no indication to a
person unfamiliar withl PCBs that ~CBS are present. The extent category is minor because this
violation is a non-disPfsal violation involving less than 50 Large Capacitors.
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206. Rectifier E Area: Under the 19~0 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure to Inark PCB Articles and Equipment at the time such PCB Articles and
Equipment are removed Ifrom service: as required by 40 C.F.R. § 76 J.40(a)(3) and (5) is
quantified as the "Circumstance Lev~I" in the penalty matrix. Any person who is subject to 40
C.F.R. Part 761 is requited to mark all PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors with the
PCB MLmark. All marks must be placed in a position on the exterior of the PCB items so that
any person inspecting o~ servicing thp marked PCB item can easily read the marks. Respondent
failed to mark four Capacitors with the PCB Mark ML. This violation is assigned the High
Range. Level 2 Circumsfance Level because it is considered a major marking violation. A
major marking violatiorl is a situatio~ where, as here, there no indication to a person unfamiliar
with PCBs that PCBs arb present. The extent category is minor because this violation is a non
disposal violation invol~ing less tharl 50 Large Capacitors.

I I

207. Basing Area: Undbr the 1990 ~CB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure to bark PCB Articles and Equipment at the time such PCB Articles and
Equipment are removedl from servicJ as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) and (5) is
quantified as the "Circumstance Lev~l" in the penalty matrix. Any person who is subject to 40
C.F.R. Part 761 is requited to mark all PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors with the

I ,

PCB MLmark. All marks must be placed in a position on the exterior of the PCB items so that
any person inspecting ot servicing t~e marked PCB item can easily read the marks. Respondent
failed to mark four Genbral Electric Pyranol Capacitors in the Basing Area. This violation is
assigned the High Range, Level 2 Ci~cumstance Level because it is considered a major marking
violation. A maior marking violatioh is a situation where. as here, there is no indication to a

:J I I '

person unfamiliar with PCBs that PUBs are present. The extent category is minor because this
violation is a non-dispokal violation involving less than 50 Large Capacitors.

208. Second Floor AreL Under the 11990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tolmark PCB Articles and Equipment at the time such PCB Articles and
Equipment are removed from servicb as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(a)(3) and (5) is
quantified as the "CircJmstance Le~el" in the penalty matrix. Any person who is subject to 40
C.F.R. Part 761 is required to mark all PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors with the
PCB ML mark. All matks must be Rlaced in a position on the exterior of the PCB items so that
any person inspecting dr servicing the marked PCB item can easily read the marks. Respondent
failed to mark the capa6itors found i'n seventeen of the eighteen Girdler test sets located in the
Second Floor Area. This violation i's assigned the High Range, Level 2 Circumstance Level
because it is considered a major maiking violation. A major marking violation is a situation
where, as here, there is Ino indicatiori to a person unfamiliar with PCBs that PCBs are present.
The extent category is minor becau~e this violation is a non-disposal violation involving less
than 50 Large capacitts.

COUNTS VIII - X - Failure to Mark an Area used to store PCBs and PCB Items with the
PCB M L mark II

209. Basing Area: Under the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure td mark an are~ used to store PCBs and PCB Items with the PCB MLmark
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as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40('!)(1 0) and 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(3) is quantified as the
"Circumstance Level" lin the penalt~ ~atrix. This violatio~ is a.ssig~ed the High Range. Level 2
Circumstance Level because It IS conSIdered a major markmg vIOlatIOn. A major markmg
violation is a situation IWhere, as he~e, there is no indication to a person unfamiliar with PCBs
that PCBs are present. IRespondentl failed to mark the Basing Area which was being utilized by
Respondent to store P<f:B Items for Idisposal, specificaJly one PCB-contaminated transformer
and at least one PCB Qapacitor. THe extent category is minor because this violation is a non
disposal violation invci!ving less thim 50 Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors, amounting to
less than 220 gallons.

210. Second Floor Area: Under the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tb mark an arJa used to store PCBs and PCB Items with the PCB ML mark
as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(J)(I0) and 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(3) is quantified as the
"Circumstance Level" 'lin the penalty matrix. This violation is assigned the High Range, Level 2
Circumstance Level because it is cdnsidered a major marking violation. A major marking
violation is a situation Ilwhere, as here, there is no indication to a person unfamiliar with PCBs
that PCBs are present. Respondentifailed to mark the Second Floor Area which was being
utilized by Respondent to store PCI;3 Items for disposal, specifically seventeen PCB Large High
or Low Capacitors. TI1e extent category is minor because this violation is a non-disposal
violation involving lesk than 20 La~ge Capacitors. amounting to less than 220 gallons.

211. Storage Area: uLer the 199b PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure t6 mark an arJa used to store PCBs and PCB Items with the PCB M L mark
as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.40(J)(10) and 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(3) is quantified as the
"Circumstance Level" lin the penalty matrix. This violation is assigned the High Range. Level 2
Circumstance Level because it is cdnsidered a major marking violation. A major marking
violation is a situation 'I'where, as hek there is no indication to a person unfamiliar with PCBs
that PCBs are present. Respondentlf~iled to mark. the Storage Area which ,:",as being utilized by
Respondent to store pcm Items for ,dIsposal, specifically 250 PCB Large HIgh or Low Voltage
Capacitors. The extent category is 'major because this violation is a non-disposal violation
concerning over 250 L~rge High orl Low Voltage Capacitors.

COUNTS XI - XV - Flure to maJtain records of monthly inspections of PCB Items in
storage for disposal I

I

212. Switchgear Area: Under the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure t~ maintain re~ords of inspection for PCB Items in storage for disposal as
required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) is quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty

, ,

matrix. This violation lis assigned tre Medium Range, Level 4 Circumstance Level because it is
considered a significant recordkeeping violation. Respondent failed to maintain records of
inspection of the SWitt,hgear Area, ~hich was being used to store PCB items for disposal.
Fifteen Large High or Low Voltag9 Capacitors and three PCB-contaminated Transformers
containing 384 gallonsllofliquid were stored for disposal in the Switchgear Area. The extent
category is significant because this ~iolation is a non-disposal violation concerning PCB Items
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with over 220 gallons ff liquid. I

213. Basing Area: Udder the 19901 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure t4 maintain refords of inspection for PCB Items in storage for disposal as
required by 40 C.F .R. § 761.65(c)(5) is quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty
matrix. This violation lis assigned t~e Medium Range, Level 4 Circumstance Level because it is
considered a significant recordkeeping violation. Respondent failed to maintain records of
inspection of the Basirlg Area, whi~h was being used to store PCB items for disposal,
specifically one PCB-~ontaminatedIITransformercontaining an unknown amount of liquid and
fewer than fifty Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors. The extent category is minor because
this violation is a non-disposal violation of one Transformer and fewer than fifty Large High or
Low Voltage Capacito~s. I

214. Second Floor: uLer the 1996 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure t6 maintain rebords of inspection for PCB Items in storage for disposal as

I ,

required by 40 C.F.R. § 76J.65(c)(5) is quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty
matrix. This violation lis assigned t~e Medium Range, Level 4 Circumstance Level because it is
considered a significant recordkeeping violation. Respondent failed to inspect and maintain
records of inspection ofthe Second !Floor Area, which was being used to store PCB items for
disposal, specifically s~venteen Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors. The extent category is
minor because this violation is a noh-disposal violation of fewer than 50 Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors. I I

215. Area Adjacent to Mechanical ~rea: Under the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability
of damages from Respbndent's failDre to maintain records of inspection for PCB Items in

I ,

storage for disposal as required by 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(5) is quantified as the "Circumstance
Level" in the penalty nlatrix. This ~iolation is assigned the Medium Range, Level 4
Circumstance Level bepause it is cobsidered a significant recordkeeping violation. Respondent
failed to maintain reco~ds of inspec\ion of the Area Adjacent to Mechanical Area, which was
being used to store PCB items for disposal, specifically three 55 - gallon drums and one 35 
gallon drum, each marked with the PCB ML mark. The extent category is minor because this
violation is a non-disp6sal violatioJ of less than 220 gallons of liquid and/or fewer than 15 55-

I

gallon drums. I

216. Storage Area: U~der the 199q PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure td maintain records of inspection for PCB Items in storage for disposal as

I I
required by 40 C.F.R. ~ 76J.65(c)(1) is quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty
matrix. This violation is assigned tJ;1e Medium Range, Level 4 Circumslance Level because it is
considered a significanl recordkeeping violation. Respondent failed to inspect and maintain
records of inspection of the StorageIArea, which was being used to store PCB items for
disposal, specifically oYer 250 PCBI Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors. The extent
category is major beca~se this viola,tion is a non-disposal violation of over 250 PCB Large High
or Low Voltage Capaci(Ors. I
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COUNTS XVI - XIX - Failure to Dre PCB Items Removed from Service for Disposal

217. Switchgear Area: Under the 1~90 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tO

I

date PCB Items removed from service for disposal as required by 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(8) )iis quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix. This
violation is assigned the Medium Rdnge. Level 4 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "minor st6rage" violation. The definition of this category specifically includes the
failure to date PCB Iteilis placed in ktorage. In this instance, fifteen Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors and three P<i.:B-contaminlated Transformers containing 384 gallons of liquid were not
marked with the date ob which thes~ PCB Items were removed from service for disposal. The
extent category is sign~cant becau~e this violation is a non-disposal violation of PCB Items
with over 220 gallons ofliquid.

218. Basing Area: unLr the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure td,date PCB Items removed from service for disposal as required by 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(8) is quantified ~s the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix. This
violation is assigned thb Medium RJnge. Level 4 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "minor st6rage" violation. The definition of this category specifically includes the
failure to date PCB Iteilis placed in ~torage. In this instance, one PCB-contaminated
Transformer with u?k~own volumela?d fewer than 50 Large High or Low VoltageCapacitors
were not marked WIth the date on whIch these PCB Items were removed from servIce for
disposal. The extent dtegory is mihor because this violation is a non-disposal violation for
PCB Items including ohe PCB-contkminated transformer and fewer than 50 PCB Large High or
Low Voltage Capacitots.

219. Second Floor: uLer the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure td date PCB Itbms removed from service for disposal as required by 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(8) iis quantified ks the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix. This
violation is assigned tHe Medium R~nge. Level 4 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "minor stbrage" violation. The definition of this category specifically includes the
failure to date PCB Itetns placed in Istorage. In this instance, seventeen PCB Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors wete not markei:! with the date on which these PCB Items were removed
from service for dispo~al. The exteht category is minor because this violation is a non-disposal
violation of PCB ItemJ concerning rewer than 50 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors.

220. Storage Area: uJder the 199q PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure t6 date PCB Items removed from service for disposal as required by 40
C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(8) 1s quantified ~s the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix. This
violation is assigned tHe Medium Rhnge. Level 4 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "minor stbrage" violation. The definition of this category specifically includes the
failure to date PCB Itebs placed inlstorage. In this instance, over 250 PCB Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors wdre not marked with the date on which these PCB Items were removed
from service for dispo~al. The extdnt category is major because this violation is a non-disposal
violation of PCB Item~ concerning over 250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors.
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COUNTS XX-XXII - ,ailure to Store PCB Items in Areas with Adequate Curbing

221. Basing Area: Urider the 1990lpCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tolstore for disposal PCB ltems in an adequately curbed area as required
by 40 C.F.R. § 761.6S(b)(l)(ii) is qJantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix.
This violation is assignbd the High Range, Level 2 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "major stdrage" violatibn. In this instance, one PCB-contaminated Transformer
with unknown volume ~nd less thanlSO PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors were
stored in the Basing Arb, which did not have adequate curbing as defined by 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.6S(b)(l)(ii) Thelextent categbry is minor because this violation involves one PCB
contaminated Transfonber and less than SO PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors.

222. Storage Area: un1er the 1990 ~CB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tol,store for disposal PCB Items in an adequately curbed area as required
by 40 C.F.R. § 761.6S(b)(l)(ii) is qJantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix.
This violation is assignbd the High Range, Level 2 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "major stdrage" violatibn. In this instance, over 250 PCB Large High or Low
Voltage Capacitors weie stored in the Storage Area, which did not have adequate curbing as
defined by 40 C.F.R. § !761.65(b)(l )bi). The extent category is major because this violation
involves over 250 PCB Large Highlor Low Voltage Capacitors.

223. Second Floor Arel: Under the 11990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's failure tol store for disposal PCB ltems in an adequately curbed area as required
by 40 C.F.R. § 761.6S(b)(l)(ii) is quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix.
This violation is assignbd the High ~ange, Level 2 Circumstance Level because this violation is
considered a "major stdrage" violatibn. In this instance, over seventeen PCB Large High or
Low Voltage capacitd1s were stored in the Storage Area, which did not have adequate curbing
as defined by 40 C.F .R. § 761.6S(b)(I )(ii) The extent category is minor because this violation
involves less than SO PCB Large Hi~h or Low Voltage Capacitors.

COUNTS XXIII - xxJI Failure Tl Develop and Maintain Annual Records of PCBs and
PCB Items I

224. Under the 1990 P,CB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from Respondent's
failure to maintain ann~al documents of PCBs and PCB Items as required by 40 C.F.R.§ 761.
180(a) is quantified aslthe "Circumktance Level" in the penalty matrix. This violation is
assigned the Medium R'ange, Level 4Circumstance Level because this violation is considered a
"minor use" violation.!The Minor UJse circumstance category in the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy
includes "Significant Recordkeepink' which is defined in part as: "no records, or major
recordkeeping violatioAs , by persons who manufacture, process or use PCBs. . . ." Any
person who is subject t~ 40 C.F .R. *art 761 who owns or operates a facility using or storing at
anyone time at least 4~ kilograms dfPCBs contained in PCB Container(s), or one or more PCB
Transformers, or 50 or !more PCB L1arge High or Low Voltage Capacitors shall develop and
maintain at the facility !all annual rebrds and the written annual document of the disposition
and inventory of PCBs II and PCB iteins. The written annual document log must be prepared for
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each facility by July I covering the previous calendar year (January through December). The
annual records and the iumual docurhent log shall be available for inspection at the facility
where they are maintaided by auth0l4zed representatives of EPA during normal business hours.
The records and docu~entsmust bel maintained for at least three (3) years after the facility
ceases using or storing PCBs and PG:B Items. Triton had in use and/or in storage a total of over
250 PCB Large High ot Low voltag~ capacitors. The extent category is major because the
violation involves overl250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors. Triton committed
multiple violations of 4e C.F.R. § 7?l.180(a) by failing to maintain records of annual
documents for PCB Transformers for the calendar years of 2005 - 2008. As per the 1990 PCB
Penalty Policy, a separ~te count shah be charged for each annual document missed during the
prior three years, and ohe count for ~ll documents missed from years four and beyond. Failing
to maintain records of Annual docurrtents for calendar years 2006-2008 is each assessed as one

I I

violation for a total of three violations and failing to maintain records of annual documents for
calendar years 2005 ana earlier is a~sessed one violation. Therefore, Triton committed four
violations of 40 C.F.R. § 761.180(a) by failing to maintain the required annual documents.

COUNTS XXVII - XXXI Storage 1fPCB Waste in Excess of One Year

225. Switchgear Area: Under the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's storage 0tPCB in exdess of one year in violation of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(1) is
quantified as the "Circumstance Le~el" in the penalty matrix. Each year over the allowed one
year of storage time cohstitutes one Ilinstance of violation. This violation is assigned the Medium
Range, Level 4 Circumktance Level because it is considered a "minor storage" violation. The
definition of a minor stprage violation in the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy includes storage of PCBs
in excess of one year. Respondent ~tored 15 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors and
three PCB-contaminatJd Transform~rs containing 384 gallons of liquid which had been
removed from service ~n June 2008 lin the Switchgear Area in excess of one year. The extent
category is significant because this violation is a non-disposal violation of PCB Items with over
220 gallons of liquid. I

226. Basing Area: Un~er the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's storage df PCB in exdess of one year in violation of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(1) is
quantified as the "Circbmstance Le~el" in the penalty matrix. Each year over the allowed one
year of storage time cohstitutes one instance of violation. This violation is assigned the Medium
Range, Level 4 Circurristance Level because it is considered a "minor storage" violation. The
definition of a minor s~orage violatipn in the 1990 PCB Penalty Policy includes storage of PCBs
in excess of one year. Respondent ~tored a PCB-contaminated Transformer and fewer than 50
PCB Large High or Lor Voltage C~pacitors which had been removed from service in June
2008 in the Basing Area in excess df one year. The extent category is minor because this
violation is a non-disp6sal violatiorl of PCB Items in the amount of one transformer and under
50 Large Capacitors. I

227. Second Floor Area: Under th~ 1990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of damages from
Respondent's storage bfPCB in extess of one year in violation of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(1) is
quantified as the "Circhmstance Le~el" in the penalty matrix. Each year over the allowed one
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year of storage time cohstitutes one linstance of violation. This violation is assigned the Medium
Range, Level 4 Circumktance Level\because it is considered a "minor storage" violation. The
definition of a minor st'orage violation in the J990 PCB Penalty Policy includes storage of PCBs
in excess of one year. Respondent Jtored seventeen PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors which had ~een removed from service in June 2008 in the Second Floor Area in
excess of one year. Th~ extent category is minor because this violation is a non-disposal
violation of PCB Item~ in the amouht of less than 50 PCB Large High or Low Voltage
C · I Iapacltors. I I'

I I

228. Area adjacent to Mechanical Area: Under the J990 PCB Penalty Policy, the probability of
damages from Respon1ent's storag~ of PCB in excess of one year in violation of 40 C.F.R.
§ 761.65(a)(l) is quantified as the "Circumstance Level" in the penalty matrix. Each year over
the allowed one year of storage tim6 constitutes one instance of violation. This violation is
assigned the Medium Range, Level ~ Circumstance Level because it is considered a "minor
storage" violation. Th~ definition 6f a minor storage violation in the J990 PCB Penalty Policy
includes storage of PCrs in excess pf one year. Respondent stored three 55 - gallon drums and
one 35 - gallon drum marked with the PCB ML mark. These drums were observed by PCB

, I

inspectors in August 2008 and in May 20 I 0, a period of time in excess of one year, in the Area
adjacent to Mechanical Area. The ektent category is minor because this violation is a non
disposal violation of PCB Items invblving less than ofless than 220 gallons of liquid and/or
fewer than 15 55 - gall!m drums. II

229. Storage Area: uJder the J9901 PCB Penalty Policy. the probability of damages from
Respondent's storage dfPCB in excess of one year in violation of40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a)(l) is
quantified as the "CirctImstance Letel" in the penalty matrix. Each year over the allowed one
year of storage time cohstitutes onelinstance of violation. This violation is assigned the Medium
Range, Level 4 Circurrl,stance Level because it is considered a "minor storage" violation. The
definition of a minor s~orage violatipn in the J990 PCB Penalty Policy includes storage of PCBs
in excess of one year. Respondent stored over 250 PCB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors
which had been remov~d from service in June 2008 in the Switchgear Area in excess of one
year. The extent categdry is major because this violation is a non-disposal violation of PCB
Items with over 250 P<cB Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors.

II

V. NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO REOUEST A HEARING

230. Within thirty (30~ days of recliPt of this Complaint, Respondent may request a hearing
before an EPA Admini1strative Lawl Judge and at such hearing may contest any material fact,
conclusion of law and/br the appropriateness of any penalty amount proposed to be assessed for
the violations alleged ih this Compl'aint. To request a hearing, Respondent must file a written
answer ("Answer") wi/hin thirty (30) days of receipt of this Complaint. The Answer should
comply with the requiiements of 4q C.F.R. § 22.15. The Answer should clearly and directly
admit, deny or explain Ileach of the ~actual allegations contained in this Complaint of which
Respondent has any kriowledge. wrere Respondent has no knowledge of a particular factual
allegation, the Answer should so state. The Answer should contain: (I) the circumstances or
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arguments which are alleged to con~titute the grounds of any defense; (2) the facts which
Respondent disputes; (3) the basis f!Jr opposing any proposed relief; and (4) a statement of
whether a hearing is re~uested. All material facts not denied in the Answer will be considered
to be admitted.

231. If Respondent fails to file a written Answer within thirty (30) days of receipt of this
Complaint, such failur~ shall constitute an admission by Respondent of all facts alleged in the
Complaint and a waivdr by Respondent of the right to a hearing. Failure to Answer may result
in the filing of a Motio'n for Default Order and the possible issuance of a Default Order
imposing the penalties Iproposed hetein against Respondent without further proceedings.

232. Any hearing reqJested and grlnted will be conducted in accordance with the Consolidated
Rules of Practice. He~rings will bJ held at a location to be determined at a later date pursuant
to the Consolidated RJles of Practide.

233. Respondent's AJswer and alll\other documents that Respondent files in this action should
be sent to:

Regional Hearing Clerk (3RCOO)
,

U.S. E~A Region III
1650 Arch Street
Philad9lphia, PA 19103-2029.

234. In addition, a CORY of Responhent>s Answer should be sent to Joyce A. Howell, Esq., the
attorney assigned to re~resent EPA in this matter, at:

Joyce 1}. Howell, Esq. (3RC30)
Senior It\ssistant Regional Counsel
Land ahd Chemicals Division
United IStates Environmental Protection Agency - Region l\l
1650 ACrch Street
Philad~lphia, PA 19103-2029

I

I

VI. SEiI'TLEMENT CONFERENCE

235. Complainant encourages settlbment of the proceedings at any time after issuance of the
Complaint if such settlement is corlsistent with the provisions and objectives of RCRA and
TSCA. Whether or n9t a hearing iJ requested, Respondent may request a settlement conference
with the Complainant to discuss th~ allegations of the Complaint and the amount of the
proposed civil penalty! A request for a settlement conference does not relieve Respondent of its
responsibility to file a itimelY Ans1er.

236. In the event settlement is readhed, the terms shall be expressed in a written Final Consent
Agreement prepared by Complaindnt, signed by the parties, and incorporated into a Final Order
signed by the Regional Administrator or his designee. The execution of such a Consent
Agreement shall const"tute a waive1r ofthe Respondent's right to contest the allegations in the
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Complaint or the amolJnt of penalties agreed to in the Consent Agreement and its right to appeal
the proposed Final Order accompariying the Consent Agreement.

237. If you wish to a~ange a settlebent conference or have legal questions concerning this
matter, please contact Joyce A. Ho~ell, Senior Assistant Regional Counsel, at (215) 814-2644.
Once again, however, kuch a requeJt for a settlement conference does not relieve Respondent of
its responsibility to filJ an Answer I¥ithin thirty (30) days following its receipt of this
Complaint.

VII. QUICK RESOLUTION

238. EPA has not demanded or prdposed a specific penalty in this Complaint, but will do so at
a later date in a preheabng exchange of information, as provided in the Consolidated Rules of
Practice at 40 C.F.R. §'22. 19(a)(3). I Accordingly, the Quick Resolution provisions of the
Consolidated Rules of Practice at 40 C.F.R. § 22.18 do not apply at this time.

239. A copy of Respondent's cheJ or a copy of Respondent's electronic fund transfer shall be
sent simultaneously to!

J~yce A. Howell
Assistant Regibnal Counsel
uls. Environrrlental Protection Agency
Rbgion !II (M~il Code 3RC30)

, I

1650 Arch Street
PfiladelPhia, *A 19103-2029

I and

Ms. Lydia Guy
Rbgional Hearing Clerk
d.s. Environrrlental Protection Agency
R~gion III (Mtil Code 3RCOO)
1650 Arch Street
P~iladeIphia, FA 19103-2029
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VIII. SEPARATION OF FUNCTIONS AND EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

240. The following Alency officeJ and the staffs thereof, are designated as the trial staff to
represent the Agency a~ the party inl this case: the Region III Office of Regional Counsel, the
Region III Land and Chemicals Division, and the Office of the EPA Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and Compliance Assutance. Commencing from the date of issuance of this
Complaint until issuante of a final dgency decision in this case, neither the Administrator,
members of the Envirohmental Appeals Board, Presiding Officer, Regional Administrator, nor
Regional Judicial Offid1er, may havd, an ex parle communication with the trial staff or the merits
of any issue involved in this proceeding. Please be advised that the Consolidated Rules prohibit
any ex parte discusSio~of the merit~ of a case with, among others the Administrator, members
of the Environmental Plppeals Board, the Presiding Officer, the Regional Administrator, and the
Regional Judicial Officbr after issuahce of the Complaint.

Date:~ U£LSt~
Abraham Ferdas "---
Director
Land and Chemicals Division

REFERENCES AND ENCLOSURES

A. )@,2003 - RCRA Cr" P~"hy+''Y (~d,~dl
B. April 9, 1990 PCB Penalty Policy (enclosed)

I I
c. Consolidated Rules 01 Practice - 40 C.F.R. Part 22 (enclosed).

D. 40 C.1.R. § 19.4('iH~d"=lj
E. Pennsylvania Regulations Governing Hazardous Waste, authorized by EPA pursuant to RCRA

. I I
SectIOn 3006,42 U.S.c. § 6926 (enclosed).
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FACILITY

Triton Services, Inc.
3100 Charlotte Avenue
Easton, PA, MD 18045

I THE UNITED STATES
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

I REGIONIII
1650 Arch Street

Philad~lphia,Pennsylvania 19103

In the Matter of:

Triton Services, Inc.

Docket No. RCRAffSCA-03-2011-0219
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ~~ '::-
I .~ ~

I certify that I sent by UPS, next day delivery, a copy of the Complaint. ConsolidiJi. \.0

Rules of Practice - 40 C.F.R. Part 22 ~nd the Attachments to the Complaint to the addressees
listed below. The origin~l and one cdpy of the Complaint were hand-delivered to the Regional
Hearing Clerk, U.S. EPA Region III, '1650 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-2029.

Raymond Kwong
President
Triton Services, Inc.
Suite 100
17001 Science Drive
Bowie, MD 20715
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Raymond Kwong
President
Triton Services, Inc.
26 Mullen Lane
Lothain, MD 20711

Scott LaScala
Corporation Trust Com~any
Corporation Trust Cente~
1209 Orange Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
Registered Agent for Triton Services, Inc.

Dated :-/-,t.J:)l.L.,/--!<~

/1 0 e A. Howell
. nior Assistant Regional Counsel

EPA - Region III
1650 Arch Street
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